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Cadero has its origins in the development of car tyres.
The headquarter is located in the Shibuya district in
Tokyo, Japan.

After years of research, development, design and
production, a vast knowledge of materials and
construction has been built up, that can be applied to
golf grips.

This know-how results in the design of the “Pentagon
Grooves“, the sensational feel and the long lasting
designs, due to an unique multi-layer composition.

Furthermore, all toxic substances have been banned
from the factory and removed from the products.

As the first producer of golf grips, some models are
even biological degradable and ecofriendly, made
from renewable natural rubber.

This natural rubber has been engineered to contain
the natural agent - “Scallow“ - which is made from
scallop shells and has many positive effects, e.g.
Antibacterial properties.

The possibility to mount the grips with air due to its
special construction is having a positive impact to the
enviroment and health, as no adhesives and
activators need to be used - as well the grip can be
easily removed and reused.

About Cadero

Origins

Golf grips haven’t been treated as a fashion items for
golfers yet. Cadero’s focus is on the choice of colours
and designs for all tastes.

The design is printed on the core of a multi-layer
construction, with a translucent outer layer, made of
high quality, thermoplastic elastomer (hydrogenated
SEBS). Therefore the design cannot deteriorate or rub
off and the grips won’t get stains or discolored - even
in the brightest designs.

Acompanied by the standard product range, each year
limited editions with fancy designs will be released.

Sustainability

Syle & Innovation



2x2 Pentagon
2x2 Pentagon has a multi-layer construction with black or white core, printed with the distinct Cadero logo
and covered with a translucent, thermoplastic, technical elastomer (Hydrogenated SEBS) for durable design,
unique look and feel. This creates a tacky feel like no other golf grip and good traction due to the pentagon
shaped grooves, which are located opposite of the logo.

Grip constructions available for this model:
- Air assembly type (AT)
- Standard tape application (UT)

Size Size M (Regular)

Model 2x2 Pentagon

Caliber /
Weight

AT: 0,6“ / 50g ± 2g

UT: 0,6“ / 48g ± 2g
Suggested
Retail Price
(incl. VAT)

19,90€

Type Round

Black x Gold

Black x Silver

White x Pink

White x Yellow

White x Red

White x Green

White x Blue

White x Silver

Black x Red



2x2 Pentagon
2x2 Pentagon has a multi-layer construction with black or white core, printed with the distinct Cadero logo
and covered with a translucent, thermoplastic, technical elastomer (Hydrogenated SEBS) for durable design,
unique look and feel. This creates a tacky feel like no other golf grip and good traction due to the pentagon
shaped grooves, which are located opposite of the logo. This model is the ribbed construction which
provides support for easier grip alignment.

Grip constructions available for this model:
- Standard tape application (UT)

Size Size M (Regular)

Model 2x2 Pentagon

Caliber /
Weight UT: 0,6“ / 48g ± 2g

Suggested
Retail Price
(incl. VAT)

19,90€

Type Ribbed

Black x Gold

Black x Silver

White x Pink

White x Yellow

White x Red

White x Green

White x Blue

White x Silver

Black x Red



2x2 Pentagon Duo SP
2x2 Pentagon Duo SP has a multi-layer construction various core colour options, printed with a special
Cadero logo and covered with a translucent, thermoplastic, technical elastomer (Hydrogenated SEBS) for
durable design, unique look and feel. This creates a tacky feel like no other golf grip and good traction due to
the pentagon shaped grooves, which are all around the circumference.

Grip constructions available for this model:
- Standard tape application (UT)

Model 2x2 Pentagon Duo SP

Caliber /
Weight

Std: 0,6“ / 48g ± 2g
Lady: 0,6“ / 42g ±2g

Suggested
Retail Price
(incl. VAT)

21,90€

Type Round; UT only

Size Size S (Lady)
Size M (Regular)

Tricolor

White x Gold

Grey x Yellow

Grey x Pink

Carbon x Silver

Grey x Orange

Carbon x Red

Carbon x Pink

White x Rainbow



2x2 Pentagon Duo SP
2x2 Pentagon Duo SP has a multi-layer construction various core colour options, printed with a special
Cadero logo and covered with a translucent, thermoplastic, technical elastomer (Hydrogenated SEBS) for
durable design, unique look and feel. This creates a tacky feel like no other golf grip and good traction due to
the pentagon shaped grooves, which are all around the circumference. The ribbed model is indicated by
additional stars on the Cadero logo.

Grip constructions available for this model:
- Standard tape application (UT)

Model 2x2 Pentagon Duo SP

Caliber /
Weight

Std: 0,6“ / 48g ± 2g
Lady: 0,6“ / 42g ±2g

Suggested
Retail Price
(incl. VAT)

21,90€

Type Ribbed; UT only

Size Size S (Lady)
Size M (Regular)

Tricolor

White x Gold

Grey x Yellow

Grey x Pink

Carbon x Silver

Grey x Orange

Carbon x Red

Carbon x Pink

White x Rainbow
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2x2 Pentagon Duo Lady
2x2 Pentagon Duo Lady is an extra colourful grip with the Cedero typical multi-layer construction, printed
with a smoothly rounded Cadero logo and covered with a translucent, thermoplastic, technical elastomer
(Hydrogenated SEBS) for durable design, unique look and feel. This creates a tacky feel like no other golf grip
and good traction due to the pentagon shaped grooves, which are all around the circumference.

Grip constructions available for this model:
- Air assembly type (AT) - Round only
- Standard tape application (UT) - Ribbed only

Model 2x2 Pentagon Duo Lady

Caliber /
Weight

AT: 0,6“ / 44g ± 2g
UT: 0,6“ / 42g ±2g

Suggested
Retail Price
(incl. VAT)

21,90€

Type AT: Round
UT: Ribbed

Size Size S (Lady)

Turqoise

Pink

White
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Ltd. Edition 2022: Mexico Edition
The Mexico Special Edition is picking up the theme of the “Día de los Muertos“ (Day of the Dead). The front of
the grip features a red, stylised Cadero logo, printed on a white core, while the back shows the typical,
Mexican Calacas (skulls). The grip comes in the Cadero-typical multi-layer construction with the pentagon
grooves all around the circumference, again creating the incredible tacky feel and unique look.

Grip constructions available for this model:
- Air assembly type (AT)
- Standard tape application (UT)

Model Ltd. Edition: Mexico 2021

Caliber /
Weight

Std
UT: 0,6“ / 48g ± 2g
AT: 0,6“ / 50g ±2g
Lady
UT: 0,6“ / 42g ±2g
AT: 0,6“ / 44g ±2g

Suggested
Retail Price
(incl. VAT)

21,90€

Type Round (Std); Ribbed
(Lady)

Size Size S (Lady)
Size M (Regular)



Ltd. Edition 2022: Stars Edition
The Stars Edition of this season is featuring six differently sizes stars on the front, while on the back “Have
a nice day!“ - a more than approriate wish on the golf course. It comes in the multi-layer construction,
covered with hydrogenated SEBS for durable design, unique look and feel. This creates a tacky feel like no
other golf grip and good traction due to the pentagon shaped grooves, which are all around the
circumference.

Grip constructions available for this model:
- Air assembly type (AT)
- Standard tape application (UT)

Model Ltd. Edition: Stars 2021

Caliber /
Weight

Std
UT: 0,6“ / 48g ± 2g
AT: 0,6“ / 50g ±2g
Lady
UT: 0,6“ / 42g ±2g
AT: 0,6“ / 44g ±2g

Suggested
Retail Price
(incl. VAT)

21,90€

Type Round (Std Size)
Ribbed (Lady Size)

Size Size S (Lady)
Size M (Regular)





Ltd. Edition 2022: Military Series
Attention! Another annual special edition comes in a unique “military“ look with stencil print and three
different core colours. It comes in the multi-layer construction, covered with a translucent elastomer
(Hydrogenated SEBS) for durable design, unique look and feel. This creates a tacky feel like no other golf grip
and good traction due to the pentagon shaped grooves, which are all around the circumference. Stand easy!

Grip constructions available for this model:
- Air assembly type (AT)
- Standard tape application (UT)

Model Ltd. Edition: Military
20/21

Caliber /
Weight

Std
UT: 0,6“ / 48g ± 2g
AT: 0,6“ / 50g ±2g
Lady
UT: 0,6“ / 42g ±2g
AT: 0,6“ / 44g ±2g

Suggested
Retail Price
(incl. VAT)

21,90€

Type Round (Std); Ribbed
(Lady)

Size Size S (Lady)
Size M (Regular)Olive x Orange

Olive x Black

Navy Grey x White

Navy Grey x Pink

White x Pink

Navy Grey x Orange

White x Orange

White x Black

Olive x White



AB Rubber 4Pro
The sustainable golf grip. The AB Rubber 4 Pro is made from renewable natural rubber. The material mixture
contains as well an antibacterial agent, made from scallop shells (Scallow), which in combination allows you
to play comfortable at all times. The Cadero logo is vulcanised and printed on the lower end of the grip and
it comes in three different colours.

Grip constructions available for this model:
- Air assembly type (AT)
- Standard tape application (UT)

Size Size M (Regular)

Model AB Rubber 4 Pro

Caliber /
Weight

AT: 0,6“ / 50g ± 2g

UT: 0,6“ / 48g ± 2g
Suggested
Retail Price
(incl. VAT)

13,90€

Type Round & Ribbed

Blue

Pink

Grey

ECO
FRIENDLY



AB Rubber Cord
The sustainable golf grip. The AB Rubber Cord is made from the renewable ressource natural rubber. The
material mixture contains as well an antibacterial agend, made from scallop shells (Scallow), which in
combination allows you to play comfortable at all times. For extra frixtion and a firmer touch the grip is
equipped with cord strings.

Grip constructions available for this model:
- Standard tape application (UT)

Size Size M (Regular)

Model AB Rubber Cord

Caliber /
Weight UT: 0,6“ / 48g ± 2g

Suggested
Retail Price
(incl. VAT)

14,90€

Type Round & Ribbed

ECO
FRIENDLY



Basic Rubber & Helix Rubber
The rubber grips from Cadero. They offer a classic feel, good grip and come with two different surface
patterns. The Helix rubber grip has a “C“ vulcanised on the lower end of the grip and the Cadero writing on
the butt. The basic rubber grip has the Cadero logo vulcanised on the lower end.

The new standard grip.

Grip constructions available for this model:
- Air assembly type (AT)
- Standard tape application (UT)

Size Size M (Regular)

Model Rubber & Helix Rubber

Caliber /
Weight

AT: 0,6“ / 50g ± 2g

UT: 0,6“ / 48g ± 2g
Suggested
Retail Price
(incl. VAT)

9,90€

Type Round & Ribbed



Cadero Putter Grip
The line up of Cadero is completed by the putter grip. Made of the same technical, thermoplastic elastomer
(hydrogenated SEBS).

The identical, incredible feel and traction for your putting confidence & a stylish metallic-look in four
different designs.

The shape and design of the grip is helping to align the hands on the putter grip.

Available in the classic „Pistol Grip“ shape, with a weight of 75 g.

Model Putter Grip

Caliber /
Weight M60 / 75g ± 2g

Suggested
Retail Price
(incl. VAT)

32,90€

Type Pistol Grip

Size Regular



Air Type Assembly

Cadero grips might be damaged, if the air pressure is too high.

Do not use a compressor that cannot adjust air pressure.

Notice!



Fake Grips
Please be careful with Cadero grips from any unauthorised source.

Cadero is popular & innovative. Therefore counterfeiters have targeted the brand and are selling fake, multi-
layer grips online (Amazon, Ebay, Wish, Grandado, etc.) and are mimiking the grips but are lacking the know-
how, material and quality.

The general importer outside Japan is the DRAGON GmbH with its main distributor Ryu Sports GmbH and
affiliated retail partners and online shop (www.cadero.shop).

Always buy at official sources - and in doubt, please contact us: info@cadero.shop

https://www.caderogrip.com/en/imitations/



FAQ

Is it possible to assemble “Air type” grips with tape on the shaft?

Yes, it is possible but not recommended. The reason why we don’t recommend it, is that the construction of
the AT grip is different. The inside core is thicker to provide a firm and secure fit to the shaft without any need
of tape. Assembling with tape would increase the stress furthermore and could damage the grip.

Which solvent not to use for “Under tape” grips?

CADERO grips are made from thermoplastic Elastomer rubber & natural rubber. Those materials have a low
compatibility in combination with strong solvents like thinner, benzene and toluene.

The recommendation is to use WHITE GASOLINE. If the Elastomer rubber is in contact with an inadequate
solvent, don’t wipe grip roughly. Wash the grip with water or with a synthetic detergent.

Is it ok to use two tapes for “UT” grips?

CADERO Elastomer grips have a multilayer structure so it hardly stretches compared to normal rubber grips.
A use of +3 tapes is possible - but not strongly suggested.

CADERO AB Natural Rubber & Synthetic Rubber grips are suitable for +2 tapes.

Does the grip peel off?

Elastomer rubber is a sticky material. It might get damaged when exposed to excessive, e.g. putting golf clubs
harshly into the golf bag.

How can I clean my grips?

When the grips get dirty, wash them with water or with a synthetic detergent.

Please do not use thinner or any other solvents.

If you have further questions - contact us: hello@cadero.shop
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